anodized
Simple forms, clean lines. MakeUp® is intended to stand out in its architectural context and to
accentuate it.
MakeUp® doesn’t disappear or blend in, but becomes a characterizing element that wants to
be seen. Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical
operation using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick and
available for local country standard wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons
for extra low tension systems or standard outlet.
Italian Standard

M.502E

German and Swiss Standard

M.503E M.504E M.506L

M.1G

M.2G

M.3G

custom

2.0_15/09/13

The anodization treatment is an irreversible electrochemical process by which a micro-thin layer
of aluminum oxide is deposited on the surface, protecting it from corrosion.
Possible finishes are satin (BH), polished (BT), micro-pebbled (S) and colored, with hues from the
catalogue or made to order.
The buttons can have the same finish as the plate, or can be mixed and matched on request.
Optional leds and laser engraving on buttons and/or plate.
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in the photo M.502E.1C.0.0
nuance deep blue (HB)
and midnight (MN) brushed

painted
Simple forms, clean lines. MakeUp® is intended to stand out in its architectural context and to
accentuate it.
MakeUp® doesn’t disappear or blend in, but becomes a characterizing element that wants to
be seen. Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical
operation using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick and
available for local country standard wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons
for extra low tension systems or standard outlet.
Italian Standard

M.502E

German and Swiss Standard

M.503E M.504E M.506L

M.1G

M.2G

M.3G

custom

2.0_15/09/13

Painting is done with either epoxy powder or liquid directly on the aluminum base, pre-treated
with protective primers that render the surface glossy, opaque, pebbled or velvet.
Colors can be chosen from the catalogue or made to order.
The buttons can have the same finish as the plate, or can be mixed and matched on request.
Optional leds.
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in the photo M.502.1S.0.0
and M.502.1S.0.0
nuance Ral9010

Simple forms, clean lines. MakeUp® is intended to stand out in its architectural context and to
accentuate it.
MakeUp® doesn’t disappear or blend in, but becomes a characterizing element that wants to be
seen. Each plate is produced from a sheet of DuPont™ Corian, hollowed out in single mechanical
operation using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick and available
for local country standard wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons for extra
low tension systems or standard outlet.
Italian Standard

M.502E

German and Swiss Standard

M.503E M.504E M.506L

M.1G

M.2G

M.3G

custom

DuPont™ Corian® is an advanced composite made from aluminum trihydrate and acrylic resin
(PMMA). It is a non-porous material, homogeneous through its entire thickness, which means that
DuPontTM Corian® surfaces are renewable. Possible finishes are glossy (BT) or opaque (M).
The color of the plates can be in any of the DuPontTM Corian® colors, or in other colors and
materials.
The buttons can be the same color as the plate, or of a different color in either the same material
or in aluminum. Optional leds.
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DuPont™ and Corian® are registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company and its affiliates.
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in the photo M.502.1C.0.0
nuance Glacier White
Matte version

chrome and nickel
Simple forms, clean lines. MakeUp® is intended to stand out in its architectural context and to
accentuate it.
MakeUp® doesn’t disappear or blend in, but becomes a characterizing element that wants to
be seen. Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical
operation using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick and
available for local country standard wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons
for extra low tension systems or standard outlet.
Italian Standard

M.502E

German and Swiss Standard

M.503E M.504E M.506L

M.1G

M.2G

M.3G

custom

2.0_15/09/13

Chroming and nickeling are galvanic treatments applied to the plates involving the electrochemical
depositing of a layer of chrome or nickel. The procedure increases the resistance and reduces the
corrosion of the aluminum base.
Possible finishes are satin (BH), or polished (BT) with colors from the catalogue or made to order.
The colors of the buttons can be the same as the plate, or different on request. Optional leds, and
laser engraving on buttons and/or plate.
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in the photo M.503E.2C.0.0
nuance Ferro (F)
Velvet

natural
Skin is a collection of command panels distinguished by its changeable ‘skin’.
Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical operation
using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick, with a depression
on the front that allows the insertion of different materials. Available for local country standard
wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons for extra low tension systems or
standard outlet.
Italian Standard

S.502E

German and Swiss Standard

S.503E S.504E

S.506L

S.1G

S.2G

S.3G

custom

Thanks to the possibility of customization, the ‘skin’ can be made of wood, leather*, sharkskin
or other materials, thus becoming a complement to the furnishings and an integral part of any
environment.
They can be combined to create a contrast or to ‘disappear’, to stand out or to camouflage
themselves, depending on stylistic requirements and personal taste. The great adaptability of Skin
makes it possible to match the details of the rest of the space, such as woodwork, parquet and
furniture, thus completing the already vast range of top-quality finishes of the standard series.
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(*) In regards to the skins of protected species, as a part of Appendices of the Convention of Washington of 1973, it is to be
noted that epic srl is accredited by CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) at
the Italian State Forestry Corps Optional leds and laser engraving on buttons and/or plate.
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in the photo M.502.1C.0.0
with Python Reticulatus

Skin is a collection of command panels distinguished by its changeable ‘skin’.
Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical operation
using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick, with a depression
on the front that allows the insertion of different materials. Available for local country standard
wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons for extra low tension systems or
standard outlet.
Italian Standard

S.502E

German and Swiss Standard

S.503E S.504E

S.506L

S.1G

S.2G

S.3G

custom

De Castelli skillfully combines design, art and craftsmanship, with a particular focus on the choice
of materials and technique. The distinguishing feature of the brand is the extremely high quality of
workmanship, apparent in the attention to details, finishes and decoration.
Passion for materials is the signature trait of De Castelli, which focuses not only on increasingly
sophisticated production techniques, but above all on the tireless quest to capture the essence of iron
and its derivates. The Skin De Castelli collection makes it possible to use all the materials from the
De Castelli catalogue. Optional leds and laser engraving on buttons and/or plate.
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www.decastelli.com
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in the photo M.502.1C.0.0
with different DeCastelli skins

Skin is a collection of command panels distinguished by its changeable ‘skin’.
Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical operation
using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick, with a depression
on the front that allows the insertion of different materials. Available for local country standard
wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons for extra low tension systems or
standard outlet.
Italian Standard

S.502E

German and Swiss Standard

S.503E S.504E

S.506L

S.1G

S.2G

S.3G

custom

The Skin Jannelli&Volpi collection from PLH® was born of the idea to use the wall coverings of
Jannelli&Volpi (leading Italian company in the production of wallpaper), which become a veritable
‘skin’ that covers the plates. This elegant collection completes the Jannelli&Volpi product line,
which can now include switch plates with the same coverings they use to decorate walls.
These are customized plates, realized on request by PLH® in function of the covering chosen for the
home, or even for just the switch plate itself.
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www.jannellievolpi.it
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in the photo M.502.1C.0.0
with J&V Rhinoceros 15518

Skin is a collection of command panels distinguished by its changeable ‘skin’.
Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical operation
using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick, with a depression
on the front that allows the insertion of different materials. Available for local country standard
wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons for extra low tension systems or
standard outlet.
Italian Standard

S.502E

German and Swiss Standard

S.503E S.504E

S.506L

S.1G

S.2G

S.3G

custom

Polyurethane, polyester and nonwoven fabric are the materials that Epic has chosen from Kvadrat
for this collection. These are the selected coverings: Alloy, Imprint, Minimal, Wafer, Scuba and
Sudden - designed for Kvadrat by Maharam Design Studio, a leading textile design company from
New York - and Waterborn, created instead by the Danish design studio Aggebo&Henriksen.
The colors of the Kvadrat catalogue are available for each model.
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www.kvadrat.dk
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in the photo M.502.1C.0.0
with Kvadrat Wafer, Minimal and Scuba

Skin is a collection of command panels distinguished by its changeable ‘skin’.
Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical operation
using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick, with a depression
on the front that allows the insertion of different materials. Available for local country standard
wallboxes; allows the use of round or square NO push buttons for extra low tension systems or
standard outlet.
Italian Standard

S.502E

German and Swiss Standard

S.503E S.504E

S.506L

S.1G

S.2G

S.3G

custom

Skin CIMENTO collection uses the patent pending mixture cement CIMENTO by SAI Industry,
a young and dynamic italian company based near Venice, to achieve the concrete effect directly on
the surface of the switch plate in all its materiality and expressivity.
The coating, made by
 hand in the laboratory, is composed of over 90% of its total weight of
cement and water from natural elements such as oxides, calcium, silicon, aluminum, iron,
magnesium, and phosphate. The stain resistant and other treatments ensures the best results in
terms of maintenance and cleaning.
TM

TM
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www.saiindustry.org
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in the photo S.503E.2S.0.0
with SAI Industry CIMENTOTM vibrated

Original in their design, these elegantly thin plates (4 mm) lend any room a touch of understated
refinement. Each plate is produced from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical
operation using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine.
The Slim system is characterized by plates for 4, 3, 2 and 1 pushbuttons and plates for sockets,
patented adaptors for local standard wallboxes and relative polycarbonate frames. They can be
installed with the classic vertical orientation, or turned horizontally for an unusual and captivating
effect.

L.252.1R…

L.252.2R…

L.252.3R…

L.252.4R…

L.252.P…

L.503E

L.504E
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Slim plates are available with all the MakeUp® treatments: galvanic (anodized, chrome or nickel
plated) and painted (liquid or powder).
Possible finishes are satin (BH), polished (BT), micro-pebbled (S) and colored, with hues from the
catalogue or made to order.
The buttons can have the same finish as the plate, or can be mixed and matched on request.
Optional leds and laser engraving on buttons and/or plate.
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in the photo L.1 e L.2
nuance W, CH, MN, F

Keyboard is the new line of plates that replaces the classic switches with the best-known and
most widespread interface: the computer keyboard, which invites users to interact and regulate
the lighting of their own homes.
The Keyboard plates are a playful yet elegant combination, and they lend a new identity to the
switch plate, more dynamic, intuitive and original.

K.1

K.2

K.3

K.P
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Keyboard is made from a sheet of aluminum, hollowed out in single mechanical operation
using a CNC (computer numerical control) milling machine. It is 10 mm thick and 81 mm square.
Keyboard fits on a standard european wallboxes. It comes with 4, 2 and 1 NO buttons for extra
low tension systems, with a black anodized coating on a natural micro-pebbled aluminum base,
with laser-engraved letters and numbers.
The collection is completed by an outlet plate.
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in the photo K.1, K.4 e K.2

NEO is exactly what it looks like, a button. An elegant yet understated point on the wall just 29
mm square. The NEO collection, entirely Made in Italy, is characterized by a single Normally Open
push button and completed by a cable bushing that enables the user to move the connections
from the wall. The material for the buttons is anodized aluminum, which lends itself to extreme
customization, including laser engravings on the face of the button.

N.1

N.P
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NEO comes in ‘classic’ colors - silver, midnight, stainless steel, chrome; in ‘sparkling colors’ - blue,
orange, purple, red, yellow and green; and in a transparent ‘hi-tech’ version.
NEO also offers the option of a round, warm white Osram LED (29V DC) that makes the switch
visible in the dark, illuminating it from behind like a solar eclipse.
The package includes reducers for local country standard wallboxes that make it possible to
mount flush on walls or other materials, thanks to special ‘mouths’ designed for lightweight walls,
masonry and many other types of materials.
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in the photo N.1
nuance Orange (O)

